Border Terrier Club of America National Specialty Results

Rally - Laurale Stern, judge

Excellent B

#614 CH Sunkist She'll Be Poise N Ivy CDX BN GN GO RE JE THD CGCA RATN - Arliss Johnson. Breeder Harriet Haydon & Meg Ikard. CH MACH5 PACH Sunkist A Boy Named Sue RA MXS2 MJG2 MXPB MJP3 MJPB PAX OF ME – CH Sunkist Shelby Comin Rnd the Mtn RA NAJ ME. 98 1st

#608 CH Riverside Jaguar BN RE - Adele Yunck & Beverly Novak. Breeder Beverly Novak. CH Riverside Sharil Wizard of Oz – Riverside Lexus Lx. 96 2nd

#612 CH MACH2 CB's Kirsteen CDX GN RE MXG MJF XF SE - Ann Goodspeed. Breeder Priscilla McCune. CH Ottenwise Opie RE ME – CH CB's Florida Connection. 96 3rd

#615 MACH6 Sunkist Smoke and Mirrors CDX RE MXS2 MJG2 NAP MFG TQX T2B4 ME CA - Billie Rosen. Breeder Harriet Haydon. Sunkist Say It Ain't So – CH Bever Lea All Spruced Up. 96 4th

#610 CH Sunkist Soap on a Rope VCD1 CDX RE OAP NJP ME - Jacqueline Sheridan-Moore. Breeder Harriet Haydon & Meg Ikard. CH Sunkist No Sit Sherlock CD RA TD MX MXJ ME – CH Wooly Bully's Election Miss ME. 90

#606 CH Fairview's Desdemona CDX RAE NA NAJ ME EE CA - Kathleen Henning & Margaret & Arnold Henning. Breeder Margaret Henning and Arnold Henning. CH Otley's English Gent – CH Skyline The Life of Riley SE CA. 89


#616 GCH L'dickens Bandersnatch Devilry CD RE ME CA CGCA - Margaret Pough & Amanda Pough. Breeder Donna Hames. CH WoolyBully's Say It Ain't So ME – L'dickens She's a Pistol CA. 89


#602 Aldergate Song of Happiness BN RE OA NAJ MX5 MXPS MJP3 MJPB NFP - Susan Meas. Breeder Susanne Babcock. CH Sunkist Sweet Music Man – Rooksgate Waymark to Aldergate. 85

#604 Loch Cu's Angus McHale CD RE OAP AJP OFP - Pam Bromer & Carl Bromer. Breeder Betsy Bly. Dogwood's Autumn Harvest – CH Loch Cu's Sweet Mount'n Laurel. 85

#617 CH Ranthorn Rob Roy CD BN RE - Pamela Stillman. Breeder Elizabeth Blake. CH Carrington Conclusion at Ranthorn – CH Ranthorn Reflection. 83

#603 CH Meadowlake Matisse CD RE AX AXJ ME - Cynthia Olson. Breeder Karen Fitzpatrick. CH Meadowlake Devil's Brew – CH Meadowlake Masterpiece. 76


Excellent A


#619 CH Wildwood Blue Indigo RA NAP NJP JE - Margaret Snyder. Breeder Annette Neff. CH Kandu's Burlap of Howway ME – CH Wildwood Foxtail Lily RE SE. 71 2nd
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Rally (cont’d) - Laurale Stern, judge

Advanced B

100  1st

#626 CH Sunkist She'll Be Poise N Ivy CDX BN GN GO RE JE THD CGA RATN - Artiss Johnson. Breeder Harriet Haydon & Meg Ikard. CH MACH5 PACH Sunkist A Boy Named Sue RA MXS2 MJG2 MXPB MJPB PAX OF ME – CH Sunkist Shelby Comin Rnd the Mtn RA NAJ ME.  
100  2nd  HC

99   3rd

#643 Jansim Light as the Breeze RN - Sarah Mouri. Breeder Anna Robazewski & Pamela Dyer. CH Rovin Jansim Summer Wine SE – Lothlorien Jansim Hazel Tor SE.  
99  4th

#645 CH MACH3 Dunraven Down to Earth XF ME EE – CH Hideaways Scentsible Nyssa RE AX MXJ OF ME.  
97   HC

91   HC

90   HC

89   HC

75   HC

#645 CH Sunkist Soap on a Rope VCD1 CDX RE OAP NJP ME - Jacqueline Sheridan-Moore. Breeder Harriet Haydon & Meg Ikard. CH Sunkist No Sit Sherlock CD RA TD MX MXJ ME – CH Wooly Bully's Election Miss ME.  
75   HC
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Rally (cont'd) - Laurale Stern, judge

Advanced A

#647 CH Towzie Tyke Lil Growler O' Stout RN ME CAA - Susan Storey. Breeder Wayne & Joyce Kim.
CH Towzie Tyke Master of Malt ME – CH Towzie Tyke Boadicea.

Novice B

#660 CH Rovin Jansim Summer Wine SE - Marion Miners & Melvin Miners. Breeder Sheryl & Grace

#658 CH Bramble Pocket Full of Stars AX MXJ NF JE CA - Mary Oppermann & Betsy Kirkpatrick &

#662 GCH Gusto Beautiful Thing OA OAJ JE - Cynthia Olson. Breeder Owner & Karen Fitzpatrick. CH
Tyrolian Talk of the Town – GCH Meadowlake Sharp Dressed Girl RN MX MXJ ME.

#652 CH Sunkist Strawberry Whine BN CGCA THD - Arliss Johnson. Breeder Owner & Harriet
Hayden. CH Sunkist Sweet Music Man RA OA OAJ ME EE – CH Sunkist She’ll Be Poise N Ivy CDX
BN GN GO RE JE – THD CGCA RATN.

#650 Duet Just Desserts - Beverly Ferguson & Alicia Mummery. Breeder Beverly Ferguson. CH Ristle
Full Court Press – CH Duets About Last Night.

#655 Woodberry's Earl of Grantham - Susan Meas. Breeder Gail Warrick. CH Bramble Pocket Full of
Stars – CH Woodberry's Royal Maid of Honor.

#656 Gambrinus Jigger in a Pint JE CA - Susan Storey. Breeder Owner. GCH Borderhouse Lassiter –
CH Towzie Tyke Lil Growler O' Stout RN ME CAA.

#649 CH Bellwether Totally Fabulous BN SE CAA - Janet Robison & Paul Hulssing. Breeder Paul
Hulssing & Ginger Hawkins. GCH Standish’s Total Knockout SE CA – CH Bellwether Absolutely
Fabulous SE CA.

#659 Greywoode Boys of Summer Tito - Lynne Ivaldi & Kathleen Buckley. Breeder Patrick D Glover.
Kevrah Lone Star – Greywoode Northern Flicker.

#661 Crofterslee County Roads CGC - Astrid Pollock. Breeder Celia Blair. GCHS Faireview Mile
Marker CD BN RE NA NAJ ME EE2 CAA – CH Achouffee Baycrofterslee JE.

#664 Underhill Life Is a Highway OA OAJ NF JE CA - Billie Rosen & Claire Duder. Breeder Claire
Duder. CH Sunkist Sweet Music Man RA OA OAJ ME EE – Underhill Lost in Emotion.

#663 Ottersides Janie's Got a Gun OA OAJ - Kathy Schrimpf & Joseph Schrimpf. Breeder Carol &
Allen Samp. CH Windsor's Just Do It at Otterside – CH Otterside Otterby Pooh Bear's Dream JE.

#667 Whippoorwill McIntosh - Anita Vere-Nicoll. Breeder Owner. GCH Rowan Buckeye Jim –
Whippoorwill Lady Lilly CD RE CGC.

#653 Wayward Moonlit Obsidian RN - Juliana Hite & Ann & Rachel Leist. Breeder Owners. GCHS
Faireview Mile Marker CD BN RE NA NAJ ME EE2 CAA – CH Wildwood Moonlit Touch-Not CD BN
RAE OA OAJ ME CGCU.

Novice A

#669 Aberjona's Tabula Rasa RN ME CA CGC RATN - Margaret Thomas. Breeder Hannah Gregorio &
Judith Rivers. GCH Borderhouse Lassiter – CH Redgate's Nor'Easter JE.